
COMPLETENESS OF an cos nx + ßn sin nx

BY

ROBERT P. FEINERMAN(1) AND DONALD J. NEWMAN(2)

In a recent paper [2], we studied the completeness of A cos n.x + B sin nx where

A and B are arbitrary complex numbers. In this paper, we generalize the complete-

ness question and study the completeness of an cos nx + ßn sin nx where the an and

ßn are independent of x and depend only on n.

We divide the paper into two parts. In part I, we study the completeness on

[0,7r], while in part II we are on [ — a, a] where 0<a<77.

I. Completeness on [0,77]. In this part, we make the assumption that, for each

71, at least one of an and ßn is nonzero. Accordingly, we can normalize and study the

completeness of A„ cos «x + sin nx or cos nx + Xn sin nx where |An| = 1.

The main results are

Theorem 1. {A„ cos nx+sin «x}"=1 is L2[0,77] complete if |An| < 1, «=1, 2,....

Theorem 2. There exist A„ such that |A„| < 1,«= 1,2,... and {cos nx+An sin nx} n = 1

is L^O, 7r] incomplete.

Theorem 3. {cos nx+An sin «x}"=0 is C[0,77] complete if | An| < 1, « = 1, 2.

Theorem 4. There exist \nsuch that |An| < 1,« = 1,2,... a«d{Ancosrtx + sin«.x}£>=,o

is C[0,77] incomplete.

Lemma A. Le? f(x) be in L2[0,77] and let an = -rr~l }gf(x) cos nx dx and bn

= tt~1 \lf(x) sin nx dx. Then

1&-5i«„r+2i".ii = 2w*-12
l"   —   ^ |"0| T

n = 1 n = 1

Proof. Let be defined on [ — 77,77] by extending f(x) evenly. Let h(x) be

defined on [-77,77] by extending f(x) oddly. Then g{x) and h(x) are both in

L2[-77, 77].

n = 0, 1,2,...,
if 2 r*

g(x) cos nx dx = -    /(x) cos «,y rfx = 2an,
""•I-* ^ Jo

(x) sin «x dx = 0, « = 0, 1,2,...,

cos nx dx = 0, « = 0, 1,2,...,

1 p _ 2 f*
A(x) sin nx dx = -    /(x) sin nx c/x = 2/3n,     n = 1,2.

T J-Jl 77 Jo

If ^77 J-71

1 f"

n J-Jl
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Then, by using Parseval's identity, we have

I f \g(x)\*dx = 4 I W2+jrk
77 J - n re = 1

I f \h(x)\*dx = 42\bn\2.
71 n = l

However, since

I f \g(x)\2 dx = l f dx = i f |A(x)|2 dx
77 J-ji 77 Jo 77 J-j[

we have the desired result.

Theorem 1. Let | an| < 1 for «=1,2,.... Then {an cos nx + sin nx}™= x is complete

in L2[0, it].

Proof. Assume there exists f(x) e/_2[0, tt] such that

(1.1) j /(x)(a„ cos «x + sin nx) dx = 0,     n = 1, 2,_
Jo

Let an and o„ be as in Lemma A. Then, (1.1) becomes Xnan + bn = 0, n=\, 2,...,

\ h2+ 2 \an\2 = f \bn\2 = 2 |aa|2 < 2 kia
n = l n= 1 n = l re = 1

which is impossible unless an=0, n=0, 1, 2,_Since

277
f|/(x)|2^=i|ao|2+2l«n|2 = 0,

we have that /(x) = 0 a.e. and have established completeness.

Theorem 2. There exist an swc/z that | an| < 1 /or «=1,2,... and

{cos «x + an sin nx}"= x

is incomplete in Lx[0, tt].

Proof. Let an be defined as

Jo x cos nx dx
a„ = -75——-—,      h = 1,2,-

J 0 x sin nx dx

Integrating by parts, we get that

(-!)"-! /-(-1)V _ l-(-l)Ba„ •=
«7t

Since (—l)n7r/« is never zero, our definition of an makes sense. Also, we have

|a„| = |(l-(-l)n)/h ^2/«tt< 1. By the way an was defined,

(1.2) x (cos «x + a„ sin nx) dx = 0, «=1,2,....
Jo
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Since f(x)=x is in /"[O, tt], (1.2) tells us that {cos nx+ \ sin «x}£°=1 is incomplete

in L^O, tt].

Lemma B. If{ — \n cos «x + sin «x}"=1 is complete in L2[0, tt], then

{cos nx + An sin «x}"=0

is complete in C[0, n].

Proof. Choose any /x(x) of bounded variation on [0, tt], normalized so that

iu(0) = 0 and ix(x) = (jx(x-) + ij.(x+))I2. Suppose that

(1.3) r^w=o
Jo

and

(1.4) J" (cos nx+ An sin nx) ̂ (x) = 0, «=1,2,....

From (1.3) we get h(0) = ii(tt) = 0. Using this fact together with integration by parts

in (1.4), gives us

I (- An cos nx + sin «x)/*(x) dx = 0, «=1,2,....
Jo

Since {- An cos «x + sin «x}"=1 is assumed L2[0, tt] complete, and since y(x), as a

bounded function, is in L2[0, tt], we must have /x(x) = 0 and have established

completeness.

Theorem 3. Let |An|<l for « = 1,2,.... Then {cos «x+An sin «x}™=0 >'s complete

in C[0, tt].

Proof. By Theorem 1, { — A„ cos «x + sin «x}™=1 is complete in L2[0, tt]. By

Lemma B, {cos «x +An sin «x}™=0 is complete in C[0, tt].

Comparing Theorem 2 with Theorem 3, we see that just the addition of the

constant term, can change an Lx[0,77] incomplete sequence into a C[0, tt] complete

sequence. One might be tempted to conjecture that since {An cos «x + sin «x}"=1 is

L2[0, tt] complete if |An|<l, then {An cos «x + sin «x}"=0 is C[0,77] complete if

|A„| < 1. This is not the case, as the following theorem demonstrates.

Theorem 4. Let A„ be periodic with period 6, let A5= — Xu A2= — A4 and AXA2

= — 1/3. Then {A„ cos «x + sin «x}™=0 is incomplete in C[0, tt].

Note. In this theorem, we can choose An to satisfy |AB| < 1, n=l, 2,_

Proof. Let gn(x) = An cos «x+sin «x. We will prove that we can find nontrivial

C1; C2, C3 and C4 such that

(1.5) Clgn{0) + C2gn(7r/3) + C3gn(277/3) + Cign(n) = 0,     « = 0, 1,....

Once this is done we will have proven incompleteness since any linear combination
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of {gn{x)}n=o will also have this property and hence we would be unable to ap-

proximate a function f(x) such that

CV(0) + C2/(W3) + C3f(2nß) + CJ(n) + 0.

Since, obviously there are functions f(x) e C[0, tt] with this property we will have

proven incompleteness. In finding Cu C2, C3 and C4 we notice that since An has

period 6, gn{0), gn(-rrß), gjl-rrß) and gn(n) all have period 6. Therefore, equation

(1.5) has to be satisfied only for « = 0, 1,..., 5 and all other values of « follow by

periodicity. We therefore have the following 6 simultaneous equations to be satisfied

nontrivially.

(1.6)

(1.7)

(1.8)

(1.9)

(1.10)

« =

n =

0 CiA0 + C2A0 + C3A0 + CjAq = 0,

1 C1A1 + C2(| + ^) + C3(^i + ^) + C4(-A1) = 0,

= 2 C1A2 + C2(^ + ^) + C3(^-^) + C4A2 = 0,

= 3 CiAa + CaC-AgHCaCAaJ + C^-Aa) = 0,

n = 4   CA + C^ + ̂  + C^
^ + ^) + Q(A4) = 0,

(1.11)      « = 5   C1A5+C2(|-^) + C3(-^-^Uc4(-A6) = 0.

By the conditions A1= -A5 and A2= — A4 equations (1.10) and (1.11) are the same

as equations (1.8) and (1.7) respectively. If we set Cx = — C3 and C2= — C4 then

(1.6) and (1.9) are satisfied. Hence we are just left with (1.7) and (1.8). After we

substitute for C3 and C4, these two equations become

(1.12)

(1.13)

Equations (1.12) and (1.13) can be solved nontrivially iff

3Ai_V3
2 2

3A, V3
2 + 2

3Aj V3
2 2

3Aa V3' 2 + 2

This reduces to A1A2+1/3=0 which is given.

In Theorem 3 we saw that if |A„| < 1 for «=1,2,..., then {cos«x+Ansin«.v}™=0

is C[0, it] complete. As a proof of the delicateness of that theorem we have the

following theorem.
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Theorem 5. There exists {A„}"=1 such that |A„|<1 for « = 2,3,... and

{cos nx+ An sin nx}™=0 is incomplete in Lx[0, tt].

Proof. Define An as

jg (3x2 — 7T2) cos nx dx
n = 1,2,.

(3x2—w2) sin «x dx'

= 2/77« « even,

= öirw/O2«2 - 12)     n odd.

It is easily proven that 0 < A„ < 1 for n = 2, 3, — By the way An was defined,

(3x2 — 7r2)(cos nx + A„ sin nx) dx = 0,      n = 0, 1,.

Since 3xz-tt2 eL°°[0, tt], we have the desired incompleteness.

Theorem 6. For each n, let An = 1 or -1. Then {cos nx + A„ sin nx}™= 0 is complete

in C[0,7r].

Proof. Assume there exists a finite measure dy^x) on [0, tt] such that

Jo
(cos nx + An sin nx) d/x^x) = 0,      n = 0, 1, 2

jo

Then

(1.14) cos nx d/x^x) j  = (J" sin nx rf/x^x) j ,      « = 0,1,2,....

Let u = tt\2 — x. Then

cos nx+ An sin nx = cos «w — An sin nw, n = 4A,

= sin nu + An cos nw,        n = 4K+\,

= — cos nw+An sin nu,     n = 4K+2,

= — sin nu — An cos nu,      n = 4K+3.

Let dix(u) = dp.1(TTß-u). Then, by letting m = tt/2-x, (1.14) becomes

an/2 \ 2 / (Vl/2 \ 2
cos nw dit(«)j  = y      sin nu dp(u)j ,      n = 0, 1, 2,....

Actually (1.15) holds for -n also. Now let

anl2 \2      / />ji/2 \2
cos zu — y     s'n zw 4x(")j •

F(z) is an entire function, P(±n) = 0 and \F(z)\ ^Men]z] for some M. By [1, p. 156],

F(z) = C sin 7tz, where C is some constant. However, P(z) is an even function of z

while C sin ttz is odd. Hence C must be 0. Therefore

an!2 \ 2        / M/2 \ 2
cos zm d/x(w) 1=1        sin zu djx(u) I .

-n/2 / \J-nl2 I
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Since both

/•n/2 M/a

cos zu dfj.(u)  and sin zu dfj,(u)
J-Jt/2 J-n/2

are entire functions, we must have that

fn/2 rn!2

cos zw d/x(w) = ±        sin zu djx(u),
J-M2 J - n/2

where we have either + for all z or — for all z. In either case we have an even

function equal an odd function which is impossible unless both are identically

zero.

Therefore

rn 2 rnl2

cos nu dix(u) =        sin nu djx(u) = 0,      n = 0, 1,....
J -n/2 J-.1/2

Since {cos nx, sin nx}™=0 is complete in C[—ir/2,7r/2], d/j.(u) = 0. Hence d/x^x^O

and we have completeness.

Theorem 7. Le/ An /je real and such that |A„|_1, «=1,2,.... 77/en

{An cos «x + sin «x}"=1 is complete in L2[0, tt].

Proof. Assume there exists an f{x) eL2[0, tt] such that

f /(x)(A„ cos «x + sin nx) dx = 0,      n = 1, 2,_
Jo

Let an and /3„ be as in Lemma A. Then Xnan + bn=0, «=1,2,...,

00 00 00

iN2+ 2 N2 = 2 N2 = 2 iA^i2-
n = 1 7i = l n = 1

Let S={«: |A„| < 1} and let S={n: |A„| = 1}. Then

iia0i2+ 2 kiz+ 2 h2 = 2 iaaI2+ 2 iA^i2
TieS neS neS neS

= 2iaaI2+2ki2-
neS nes

Therefore

iki2+ 2 ia«i2 = 2 KA"i2 < 2 H2-
neS

This is impossible unless a0 = 0 and « e 5 implies a„ = 0. Since Xnan + bn = 0 we have

/3n = 0 for « £ S. Thus,

J /(x)(cos «x + yn sin «x) dx = Tr(an + y„bn)

= 0   for « e 5, « = 0 and for any yn.
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In particular let

Yn = 1, neS,

= 1/A„,     ne S.

Since A„ is real and | An| = 1 for n e S we have that yn = + 1 or — 1 for any n. By the

way yn was defined

Since in Theorem 6 we proved that {cos nx + yn sin rtx}"=1 is complete in C[0, tt],

it is certainly complete in L2[0, tt]. Hence f(x) = 0 a.e.

Corollary. Le/ An be real and such that |A„| ̂  1. 77/e« {cos nx + \n sin »jc}"=i

is complete in L2[0, tt].

Note. In this theorem and in the following one, we do not need all the A„ to be

real. All that is needed is that all those An such that |A„| = 1 should be real.

Theorem 8. Let A„ be real and such that [A„|^l. Then {cos nx+An sin «x}"=0

is complete in C[0,77].

Proof. By Theorem 7 {- An cos nx + sin nx}™= 0 is complete in L2[0, tt]. By

Lemma B, {cos nx + Xn sin «x}™=0 is complete in C[0, tt].

Theorem 9. {1, n cos nx+A sin nx}"=1 ü complete in C[0,tt], if X^lki, k a

nonzero integer.

Proof. If A = 0 it is trivially true. Therefore, we can assume A#0. Take any

function f(x) e C[0, w]. We want to approximate by something of the form

2n-i cn(n cos nx+ A sin «x) + a0A. Let P(x) = 2n = i «n sin nx + a0. Then we want to

approximate by P'(x) + XP(x). The idea of the proof is to solve the differential

equation Y' + XY=f and approximate the solution by polynomials. The general

solution of the differential equation is Y(x) = Ce~Ax + e~Ax J* eMf(t) dt where C is

some arbitrary constant. If Y'(x) dx = 0 then Y'(x) can be uniformly approxi-

mated by linear combinations of {cos «x}™=1 i.e. given £>0 there exist au ..., aN

such that

n = 0, 1, 2,....

ann cos «x  < e   for all x e [0, tt],
71 = 1

N

r(x)-7(0)-2 a„ sin «x a„« cos /?;
n = l

an« cos nt dt

<  eX £77".
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Let a0 = 7(0). Then, since Y'(x) + XY(x) =f(x)

[February

it

f(x)— ^ an(n cos nx + X sin nx) — Xa0 < £(l + |A|7r).

Since f(x) was arbitrary, we would have that{l, n cos nx+X sin nx}n=1 is complete

in C[0, »]. All we have to show is that 0 = H Y'(x) dx= Y(n)- 7(0) or that

(1.16) Ce-^ + e-^ f extf(t)
Jo

dt-C = 0.

Since X^lki, e A,t/ 1. Therefore, we can find C to satisfy (1.16).

Theorem 10. {n cos nx+ X sin nx}"=1, is incomplete in LX[Q, tt]. Moreover, if

X = 2ki, k a nonzero integer, then {1, n cos nx+ X sin nx}nc=1 is incomplete in L^O, tt].

Proof. Jg eXx(n cos nx + X sin nx) dx = 0, n = 1, 2,... (and if A = 2ki, k a nonzero

integer, eA* rf;c = 0 also). Since eA;c eL^IO, tt], we have proven incompleteness in

LM0, tt].

Theorem 11. {A cos        sin bjc}»»0 ̂  incomplete in C[0,77].

Proof. As in Theorem 9 we consider a differential equation 7' — A 7=/and want

to approximate Y'(x) uniformly by 2n=1 an sin nx. However, this can only be

done if 7'(0)= 7'(7r) = 0. The general solution of the differential equation is

7(x) = CeXx + eXx j' e~Mf(t) dt.

Hence, 0= 7'(0) = AC+/(0) and

0 = 7'(tt) = XCeÄ" j" e~xtf(t) dt+f(n).

Combining the two equations to eliminate C, we get

-f(0)eA" + XeÄ" f e-Mf(t)dt+f(Tr) = 0.
Jo

This suggests an orthogonal measure. Let

dn(x) = -B(x)eXn + XeX7le-Xx+8(x-7t),

where B(x) is the usual delta measure. An easy calculation shows that this

dtx(x) works i.e.

I (A cos nx + n sin nx) dfi(x) = 0,      n = 0, 1, 2,

Theorem 12. {A cos nx+n sin nx}n = 0 is complete in Lp[0, tt] for any P^ 1.

Proof. If A = 0 it is trivial as we have {sin nx}n°=l. We can assume A#0. Take any

f(x) eLp[0, tt]. Let g(x) = CeXx + eXx J* e"A(/(/) dt where C is a constant. Then,
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g(x) is absolutely continuous on [0, tt], differentiable a.e. on [0, tt] and g'(x)

= Ag(x)+/(x) a.e. Also, g'(x) eLp[0, tt]. As {sin nx}n = 1 is complete in Lp[0, tt],

there exist au ..., aN such that

(1.17)

N

g'(x)— 2 ann S>n nx
n= 1

< e

where || || is the Lp[0, tt] norm. Since g(x) is absolutely continuous \^g'(t)dt

= g(x) — g(0). Therefore,

g(x)-g(0) + 2 an cos nx- 2 an  =        g'(0~ 2 a"w sin w? *
n = l n=l I Jo   \ n = l /

f* I V«
Jo I n=l

rl      ^ I
= \g'(t)-yannsmnt\dt

Jo I

= ||^'(?)"2 a"wsin,,r|(J0**)
>ji     UP-DIP

< err.

Let a0=-g(0)-2n = 1an- Then

N

I
n = 0

g(x) + 2 an cos nx < en   for all x 6 [0, tt].(1.18)

Therefore

II N II
g(x)+ 2 flnCOSMX   < £7t1 + (1/f>) ̂  £7t2.

n = 0

Combining this with inequality (1.17) we get

N II

g'(x) — Ag(x) — 2 ßn(A cos nx + n sin nx)  < £(1 + |A|tt2).
n = 0

Since gX*) —^#00 =/(•*) a-e- we have

II "
fix)— 2 «n(A cos nx+n sin nx)  < e(1 + |A|7r2).

Since f(x) is an arbitrary Lp[0,77] function, we have completeness in Lp[0, tt].

Theorem 13. {A cos nx + n sin nx}™=1 is complete in Lp[0, tt] for all P^l iff

A ̂  2Ki where K is a nonzero integer.

Proof. Assume A/2A7. Let f(x) be in Lp[0, tt].
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In Theorem 12 we proved completeness if we are allowed to use the constant

function. In inequality (1.18) we had

g(x) + 2 an cos nx + a0\ < ett  for all x e [0, rr],
n=l

j g(x) dx + a0ir j = I j ^g(x)+ 2 an c°s nx + a0"j dx

dx
r I £

g(x)+ > an cos nx + a0
JO I n=l

< ett*.

Hence if \n0g(x) dx = 0 then |a0[<£7r i.e. we get an arbitrarily small error by

forgetting about the constant term. g(x) = CeXx + eXx \x0 e~u f(t) dt, and we want

to choose C so that j*g(x)dx=0. If A = 0, g(x) = Crr + fl jx0f(t) dt dx and C

can obviously be chosen so that j* g(x) dx = 0. If A^O we have

J> dx
C[ex*-\]

+
pn fx

eKx

Jo Jo
e~Kif(t)dtdx.

Since A#2A7, eXn— 1 ̂ 0 and we can choose C so that §n0g(x) dx = 0. On the other

hand, assume A = 2A7 where K is a nonzero integer. Since we want llg(x) dx = 0

we get

f eXx f e~Mf(t)dtdx = 0.
Jo Jo

This suggests the bounded linear functional

/_(/) = pv* p e~Mf(t)dtdx
Jo Jo

L(A cos nx + n sin nx) = pv* r
Jo Jo

e Ai(A cos nr + n sin nt) dt dx,

eXx[ — e Xx cosnx+l]dx

j ( — cos nx + eXx) dx

—:— = 0  since A = 2Ki.

Hence {A cos nx+n sin nx}n = 1 is incomplete in Lp[0, rr].

II. Completeness on [ — a, a], 0<ö<7t. In this part we make the assumption

that an=P(n) and ßn = Q(n) where P(z) and Q(z) are polynomials. In addition, we

can assume that P(z)^0 and Q(z)^0, since, in either case, it is well known that we

have L}[ — e, e] incompleteness for any e>0.

The main results are
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Theorem. (a) If P(z)Q(-z) + P(-z)Q(z) &0, then {?(«) cos nx + Q(n) sin nx}™= 0

is C[ — a, a] complete if0<a<-n.

(b) IfP{z)Q(-z)+P(-z)Q(z) = 0, then{P(n) cos nx + Q(n) sin nx}„°= 0«L1 [-e,e]

incomplete for any e > 0.

We will use the following theorem [3, p. 186].

Theorem A. Let F(z) be analytic and of the form 0(eklz]) where K<n, for

Re z^O and let F(z)=0for z=0, 1, 2,.... Then F(z) = 0.

Theorem 14. Let D(z)=P(z) Q{ - z)+P( - z) Q{z) and let a be such that 0<a<n.

Then, if Z)(z)^0, {P(n) cos nx+ Q(ri) sin nx}"=0 « complete in C[-a, a].

Proof. Assume there exists a measure dp(x) such that

/•a /*a

P(n)      cos nx       + Q(n)      sin nx tf/i(x) = 0,      n = 0, 1, 2,....
J - a J -a

Let F(z)=P(z) j"°0 cos zx dfj.(x)+ Q(z) j"1a sin zx fl/x(x). Then F(z) is an entire

function and F(z) = 0 for z=0, 1,2,.... Let K=a+(iT — a)j2. Then o<K<tt. Also,

|P(z)| ^Me(JI-a>|2"2 and | g(z)| ^ Me(,,-a)|a"2 for some M. Thus |F(z)|g/V^e*121 for

some A/j. By Theorem A, F(z) = 0.

(2.1) P(z) I   coszxa>(x)4-ß(z) J"   sin zx a>(x) = F(z) = 0,

(2.2) P(-z) r coszxa>(x)-g(-z) P sin zx a/x(x) = F(-z) = 0.
J — a J-a

Multiplying (2.1) by Q(-z) and (2.2) by - Q(z) and adding, we get

[P(z) Q(-z) + P(- Z) Q(z)] ^   cos ZX 4l(x) 3e 0

or

D(z) J"   cos zx dfx.(x) = 0.

Since Z)(z)^0, j!a cos zx a>(x)=0. Similarly, multiplying (2.1) by P(-z) and (2.2)

by — P(z) and adding, we get

D(z) j   sin zx d/u.(x) = 0.

Thus jt a s'n ZA: dfi(x) = 0.

Since „ cos nx fl/x(x) = /!.a sin nx tfft(x)=0 for n=0, 1, 2,... we have that all

the Fourier coefficients of dy.(x) are zero. By the completeness of {cos nx, sin nx}™=u

in C[ — a, a], we must have that dfi(x) = 0.

Theorem 14 proves that if Z)(z)^0, then {P(n) cos nx+ ß(n) sin nx}"=0 is

complete in C[-a, a] for all a such that 0<a<7r. In a general sense, we have

completeness in the "largest" interval under the "strongest" norm. The next
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theorem will prove that if £>(z) = 0, then we get incompleteness inLx[ — e, e] for any

£>0, which is sort of the "smallest" interval under the "weakest" norm. Not only

is the sequence incomplete, but even the addition of any finite number of integrable

functions still leaves the sequence incomplete.

First we will prove the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let P(z) and Q(z) be polynomials where P(z) is even and Q(z) is odd.

Let gi(x),..., gN(t) be any integrable functions on [ — a, a] where 0<a<Tr. Then,

there exists a continuous non trivial function f(x) on [ — a, a] such that

(1) P(z) P f(x) cos zx dx+ Q(z) P f{x) sin zx dx = 0,
J- a J -a

(2) r fix)gnix)dx = 0, n=l,...,N.
J -a

Proof. Assume Piz) = a0 + a2z2 + ■ ■ ■ + a2Kz2K and g(z) = a1z+ ■ • • + a2K^1z2K'1

where any of the at (including a2k) may be zero. Let M=N+K. Let gix) be in

C2m[-tt,tt], nontrivial, odd and zero on [-tt, -a] and [a, tt]. Then gi±a)

=g'(± «)=••• =£(2M)(± «) = 0.

Integration by parts, combined with the vanishing of gix) and its first 2M

derivatives at ± a, gives us that

(2.3) ja g'2"-1^) cos zxdx = (-l)"-^2"-1 ja gix) sin zxdx,      n ^ M,

and

(2.4) P gi2n\x) sin zxdx = i-\)n z2n P gix) sin zx dx,      n = M.
J-a J-a

By the fact that gix) and all its even numbered derivatives are odd and all its odd

numbered derivatives are even, we have

(2.5) J" gi2n~l\x) sin zxdx = 0,      n = M,

and

(2.6) ja gi2n\x) cos zxdx = 0,     n = M.

Let fix) = c0gix) + c1g'ix)+ ■ ■ ■ +c2Mgi2mix) where {c,}??0 will be determined later.

Let Fiz)=Piz) jlafix) cos zx dx+ Qiz) \a_a fix) sin zx dx. By equations (2.3),

(2.4), (2.5) and (2.6),

P(z) = P(z)(Clz - c3z2 +•■•+(- 1)M - 1c2M _ 2z2M "x) (a gix) sin zx dx
J -a

+ ß00(co - c2z2 +•••+(- l)Mc2Mz2M)      gix) sin zx dx.
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Let
R(z) = P(z)(c1z-c3z°+ ■ ■ • +(-l)M-1c2M_1z2M-1)

+ Q(z)(c0-c2z2 + ■ ■ • + (- l)Mc2Mz2M).

Then F(z) = R(z) \a_ a g(x) sin zx dx.

R(z) is an odd polynomial of degree at most 2M+2K— 1. Its coefficients are

linear combinations of {Cj}250. For R(z) to be identically zero, all its coefficients

would have to be zero. That gives us M+K linear homogeneous equations in

{Ci}2^o since there are M+K odd integers between 1 and 2M+2K—X. If, in ad-

dition, we require that

f° /(*)*»(*)<** = 0, n=l,...,N,
J -a

we get A7 more linear homogeneous equations in {Cj}250. Altogether we get M+K+N

equations in 2M+\ unknowns. However, since K+N=M, we have more un-

knowns than equations and can solve nontrivially. Thus we have produced a

continuous function f(x) on [ — a, a] such that

/•a ra

(1) P(z) I   f(x) cos zx dx+Q(z) I   f{x) sin zx dx = 0,
J - a J - a

(2) f f(x)gn(x) dx = 0,      n = I,..., N.

All that is left to prove is that f(x)^0. If it were, then g(x) would be a nontrivial

solution to the differential equation

c2MY™\x) + c2M-y¥i2M-1Xx)+ ■ ■ ■ +c1Y'(x) + c0Y(x) = 0

satisfying the boundary conditions

Y(a) = Y'(a) = ■■■ = YauHfl) = 0.

However, as is well known, this can only be solved by the trivial function. Hence,

f(x) is non tri vial.

Theorem 15. Let P(z) and Q(z) be polynomials satisfying D(z) = P(z)Q(-z)

+P( — z) Q(z) = 0 and let a be such that 0<a<n. Then {P(n) cos nx + Q(n) sin nx}™= 0

is incomplete in L\ — a, a]. Moreover, if gx(x), g2(x),..., gjx) are any functions in

L1[ — a, a], then {gi(x),..., gjx), P(n) cos nx+ Q(n) sin nx}n = 0 & incomplete in

m-a, a].

Proof. Case I. F(z) is even and Q(z) is odd. It is a trivial calculation that, in this

case, D(z)=0.

Since P(z) is even and Q(z) is odd, Lemma 1 applies. Therefore, there exists a

continuous, nontriviai function f(x) such that

(1) P(z) p f(x) cos zx dx+ Q(z) f f(x) sin zx dx = 0
J-a J- a

and

(2) C f(x)gn{x)dg = 0,     « = !,..., N.
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(1) certainly implies that

pa pa

P(n)     f(x) cos nx dx+ Q(n)     f(x) sin nx dx = 0,     n = 0,1, 2,_
J -a J- a

Since f(x) is continuous on [ — a, a], f(x) el™[-a, a]. Hence

{gx(x\      gN(x), P(n) cos nx+ Q(n) sin nx}^=0

is incomplete in L\ — a, a].

Case II. P(z) is not even. z[P(z) — P( — z)] is an even polynomial, while

z[ß(z) + Q( — z)] is odd. By Lemma 1, there exists a continuous nontrivial function

f(x) such that

(1) z[P(z)-P(-z)] f f(x) cos zx dx + z[Q(z) + Q(-z)] f° /(x) sin zx dx = 0,
J-o J-a

(2) /(x)gn(x) dx = 0,     » = 1,2,..., N.

Since i°(z)ß(-z)+io(-z)ö(z)s0, we have Q(-z)=-P(-z)Q(z)IP(z). Sub-

stituting for Q(~z) in (1), and multiplying through by P(z)jz[P{z)-P(-z)], [which

we can do since P(z) is not even], we get

pa ra

P(z)     f(x) cos zx dx+ Q(z)     f{x) sin zx dx = 0.
J -a J-a

As in Case I, we now have incompleteness.

Case III. Q(z) is not odd.

We follow the same procedure as in Case II except that we substitute for P(—z)

and multiply by Ö(z)/ztÖ(z)+ ß(-z)]-

In Theorem 14 we proved that if D(z)^0, then we have completeness in C[-a, a]

for any a such that 0<a<7r. A question which arises is "Do we need all the terms

from « = 0, 1,... or can some be eliminated without affecting completeness?" In

the following theorem we will prove that actually an infinite number of terms can

be omitted, provided the omitted set of integers is "sparse" among the set of positive

integers.

Theorem 16. Let S be a set of nonnegative integers such that there exists an

a < 1 such that

I 1 < QO.

Let S be the complement of S in the set of nonnegative integers. Let P(z) and Q(z)

be polynomials and let a be such that 0<a<rr. Then if P(z)Q(-z) + P(-z)Q(z)^0,

{P(n) cos nx+ Q(n) sin nx}n e S is complete in C[ — a, a].

Proof. Assume there exists a measure d/j.(x) such that

pa pa _

P(n)      cos nx dji(x) + Q{n)      sin nx dfi(x) = 0,      n e S.
J - a J - a
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Let

F(z) = P{z) f   cos zx ö/x(x) + Q(z) sin zx dp{x).

Lete = (i7-a)/3. Then \F(z)\ = Me(a + £>|21 for some M. Let

W(z) = z ] (l-z/«)ez'n.

By a theorem [1, p. 19], the order of W(z) is a. Therefore [ W(z)\ ^ Mje6'2' for some

Mx. Let G(z) = F(z) W(z). G(z) is an entire function, vanishes at all the nonnegative

integers and satisfies \G(z)\^MM1e<-a + 2s^zK Since 0<a+2e<n, by Theorem A,

G(z) = 0. As W(z) is obviously not identically zero, we must have that F(z) = 0.

Therefore

By Theorem 14 {P(n) cos nx+ Q(n) sin nx}n = 0 is complete in C[ — a,d\. Hence

dp.(x) = 0 and {P(n) cos nx+ Q(n) sin nx}, n e S, is complete in C[-a,a].

It is interesting to take some particular P(z) and Q(z) and see how the change of

interval from [0, it] to [ — a, a] affects completeness.

I. Let P(z)=l and Q(z)s0. We then have {cos nx}^^o which is complete in

C[0, tt] and incomplete in L}[ — e, «].

II. Let .P(z)= 1 and ß(z) = A. We then have {cos nx + A sin nx}"^ which, by [2],

is complete in C[0, it] and in C[-a, a] for any a<7r. The difference is, that when

we discard the constant function, we have incompleteness in some LF[0, tt] spaces

as well as in C[0,77], whereas we still have completeness in C[ — a, a].

III. Let P(z) = z and Q(z) = X, A/2/d, k a nonzero integer. Then we have

{n cos nx+ A sin «x}™=1 which is incomplete in both L^O, tt] and Ll[ — s, e]. The

difference is that if we add in the constant function we get completeness in C[0, tt]

and still have incompleteness in L1 [ — s, e] for any e > 0.

IV. Let P(z) = A and ö(z) = z. Then we have {A cos nx + n sin nx}™=0 which is

complete in Lp[0,77] for any P^ 1 and is incomplete in L1[ — e, e] for any oO.
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